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PORTABLE CASES AND BAGS

PART # SPACES RACK HEIGHT LIST
SKB-R4 ..............4......................7.00" ............149.95
SKB-R6 ..............6 ....................10.50" ............179.95
SKB-R8 ..............8 ....................14.00" ............219.95
SKB-R10............10....................17.50" ............239.95
SKB-R12............12....................21.00" ............269.95
SKB-R916U20 : 20" Roto Shockmount Case......924.95

CALL FOR PRICE

Roto
Racks
The ultra-
a f f o r d a b l e
“Roto Series”

racks from SKB boast unilateral molded-in han-
dles, front rack rail, bumpers to protect the hard-
ware, molded rear door for cable access and are
stackable with SKB’s standard rack cases. All
have 17" rack mountable depth. 

ROAD
READY
Cases
Tough travel
cases designed
for the rigors of
the road, engi-
neered to keep your
gear and instruments safe and secure.  Road
Ready cases feature heavy duty casters, indus-
trial rivets, steel ball corners, industrial hinges,
tongue and groove fit, rubber feet, spring loaded
handles, and superb tight fitting construction.
Some models have cable ports,  removable
access panels, steel tapped rack rails, pull out
handles, integrated storage compartments, or
shock mount technology.  Cases are in stock to
fit the most popular gear.  The following list is
just a small sample of what is available.   

LIST
RR8UAD ........8U Amplifier deluxe case ..................259.99
RR12UAD ......12U Amplifier deluxe case ................439.00
RR16UAD ......16U Amplifier deluxe case ................539.99
RRCDJ ............Case for DJ CD Players 

(Pioneer & Denon) ............................189.99
RRKB61W ......61-key keyboard case ........................399.99
RRM19 ..........Universal 19" mixer case....................339.99
RRUT1E....................................................................899.99
RRVE320DHC Case for Midas Venice 

320 w/ casters & doghouse ................999.99
RRWAD ..........3 1/4" Caster board w/ 

2 wheel brakes ..................................129.99
RR4UED ........4U Effects Case ................................269.99
RR6UED ........6U Effects Case ................................309.90
RR12UED ......12U Effects Case ..............................409.99
RR14UED ......14U Effects Case ..............................449.99
RRCDJ ............Case for Pioneer CDJ1000/800 

or Dennon DNS5000/3000 ................189.99
RRCFX16 ......Case for Mackie CFX16 Mixer ............279.99
RRCFX20 ......Case for Mackie CFX20 Mixer ............299.99
RRM14E ........Case for Mackie 1202 

& 1402 Mixers ..................................199.99
RR3212W ......Case for Yamaha MC3212 Mixer 

with wheels ......................................1199.99
RREMXE ........Case for Yamaha 

EMX 66M/68S/88S Mixers..................259.90
RRM14UW ....10U slant mixer rack, 

14U with caster board........................649.99
RRKB61W ......61 keyboard case with Z-Lock foam 

w/wheels, adjustable length 38"-44", 
depth from 10.5" to 16.5", 
height from 3" to 5.5" ........................399.99
CALL FOR PRICE

SKB19-8U closed

SKB19-8U open

PART # SPACES RACK HEIGHT LIST
SKB19-2U ............2 ..............3.50"..................204.95
SKB19-4U ............4 ..............7.00"..................229.95
SKB19-6U ............6 ..............10.50" ................264.95
SKB19-8U ............8 ..............14.00" ................339.95
SKB19-10U ........10 ............17.50" ................269.95
SKB19-12U ........12 ............21.00" ................439.95
SKB1904 ............Caster kit for above ..............124.95

CALL FOR PRICE

Standard 
19" ATA Rack Cases
Lightweight, yet strong, the SKB 19" racks are
made of military grade 50 100 ultra high molec-
ular weight polyethylene material. They are
stackable and less than half the weight of wood-
en racks. The draw-tight latch front and rear cov-
ers are gasket-sealed to keep out moisture and
dirt. With the front cover removed, the 19-inch
mounting flange is close to the edge, which
makes it extremely easy to visually read the dials
and LCD screens on the front of your equipment.
Cases have removable front and rear covers with
a depth of 1.75". All have 17" rackable depth.

Shockmount Rack Cases
An internal frame mounted on eight coiled
shock absorbers. Important for delicate equip-
ment, without the weight of traditional wooden
racks. Similar features to the above standard
racks. All have 20" of rackable depth, front and
rear covers. Maximum load is 150 lbs. 3SKB;
models have adjustable Elastomer shock tech-
nology for precise absorption for any load.
PART # SPACES RACK HEIGHT LIST
3SKB-R910U ........10 ....................................1593.03
3SKB-R912U ........12 ....................................1707.94
3SKB-R916U ........16 ....................................1451.07
SKB-904U ..............4 ................7.00" ............549.95
SKB-906U ..............6 ................10.50" ............599.95
SKB-908U ..............8 ................14.00" ............659.95
SKB1916 ................Caster kit for above ..........199.95

CALL FOR PRICE

SKB 9-16U closed
SKB 9-16U open

SKB19-P12 
Pop-Up 
Mixer Rack

Designed to hold 19" wide rack-
mount type mixers. The 12-space
(21") tall internal rack frame is
hinged at the bottom and will
allow the mixer to tilt-up to a con-
venient angle for mixing and

access to rear connectors.         LIST
SKB19-P12 ........................................................309.95

CALL FOR PRICE

SKB-84DJ DJ Shuttle
Designed to accommodate entry level gear, this roto-
molded winner has molded-in handles and a durable
padded cover. Has 8 rackable spaces on top and 4
rackable spaces underneath.                        LIST
SKB-84DJ ......DJ shuttle ..................................144.95
SKB-82DJ ......2 rack space ............................114.95

CALL FOR PRICE
ROAD READY

Custom cases
available.

CALL TODAY.

CASES
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X-Rack
Shallow
Rack Cases
Designed for shallower depth effects products the
10-3/8" depth cases are molded with built-in han-
dles, with recessed front lids only.
PART # SPACES RACK HEIGHT LIST
SKB-XRACK2 ........2 ..............3.50" ................104.95
SKB-XRACK3 ........3 ..............5.25" ................114.95
SKB-XRACK4 ........4 ..............7.00" ................129.95

CALL FOR PRICE

SKB19-R1006 
Mini Gig Rig
A smaller version of the Gig-Rig, the Mini-Rig has
10-space for a mixing or control board and 6-
space rack-mount below. The Roto-molded con-
struction is rock solid, yet very lightweight and
side positioned handles are standard. Stacks
securely with other SKB rack mount cases.

LIST
SKB19-R1006 ....With stationary top ............369.95
SKB19-R1006V....With pop-up Velcro top ........439.95

CALL FOR PRICE

SKB19-R1006

SKB-1818 
Gig-Wing Velcro Desk-Top
Sturdy, click-on side table with padded Velcro
top, fold up and store neatly. Compatible with
Gig-Rig and Mini-Gig-Rig.                   

LIST
SKB1818 ........Gig-Wing ................................109.95
SKB1818B ......Gig Wing and bag....................159.95

CALL FOR PRICE

SKB19-R1010 GigRig
A perfect rolling rack for mixer, effects and
amps. 10-space (17.5") racks both in the front
and in the top for any combination of equip-
ment. 5" rear wheels and casters in front make
for easy moving with the top-rear handle. Lids
for the top and front protect gear and a door in
the back makes wiring easy and can be used to
store cables and accessories. Molded from
high-density polyethylene for durability. Weight
is only 50 lbs.  
(Shown w/DRWR4 - optional)                

LIST
SKB19-R1010 ....GigRig ..................................659.95
SKB19-R1010V ..With pop-up Velcro top ........729.95
SKB1906 ....................................................359.50

CALL FOR PRICE

Series 3i
Military 
Standard
Utility
Cases
These new Injection
Molded Mil-Standard Utility
Cases are molded of ultra high-strength
polypropylene copolymer resin, featuring a gas-
keted, water and dust tight, submersible design
(IP67) that is resistant to corrosion and impact
damage. A continuous molded-in hinge, patent
pending “trigger release” latch system, comfort-
able, snap-down rubber over-molded cushion
grip handle, automatic ambient pressure equal-
ization valve (MIL-STD-648C), stack securely
and the cases are padlockable with your lock.
The 3I-2011-7B case has a pull out handle and

roller blade wheels for ease in transporta-
tion. Sized to accommodate airline regula-
tions for traveling in the overhead luggage

compartments. Covered by SKB’s exclusive
“Million Mile” unconditional lifetime warranty.
Available in black with three interior options of
empty, cubed foam or padded dividers.     LIST
3i-1610-5B-C ....16"X 10" X5.5, w/cubed foam 118.21
3i-1610-5B-D ....16"X 10"X 5.5" w/ dividers ......136.15
3i-1610-5B-E ....16"X 10" X 5.5", empty ............97.76
3i-2011-7B-C ....20.5" X 11.5" X7.5", 

w/cubed foam ........................212.94
3i-2011-7B-D ....20.5" X 11.5" X7.5", 

w/ dividers ..............................226.47
3i-2011-7B-E ....20.5" X 11.5" X7.5", empty 

w/pull handle and wheels ......167.94
3I-2015-10B-C ..20.5" x 15.5" x 10", cubed 

foam interior ..........................285.06
3I-2015-10B-E ..20.5" x 15.5" x 10", padded 

divider interior ........................221.76
3I-2015-10B-E ..20.5" x 15.5" x 10", 

empty interior ........................221.76
CALL FOR PRICE

Roto-X Shipping Cases
Rotationally molded shipping cases stack secure-
ly for efficicient transport and storage. All cases
feature heavy duty twist latches & spring loaded
handles. Optional caster kits available. Inside is
bare for maximum load capacity.             LIST   
3SKB-X1814-12 ....8x14x12 tool case ................239.32
3SKB-X2415-10 ....24x15x10 tool case ..............372.02
3SKB-X2318-16 ....23x18x16 footlocker ............323.25
3SKB-X3518-15 ....35x18-15 footlocker..............473.73
3SKB-X5030-24 ....50x30x24 footlocker ............844.45
3SKB-X1818-18 ....18x18x18 square case..........315.14
3SKB-X2424-18 ....24x24x18 square case..........482.25
3SKB-CAST............swivel caster set, 4-pack ......113.64

CALL FOR PRICE

Mixer-Safe
Universal
Mixing Board
Cases
This ATA style universal mixing
board family presents an amazing feature which
transforms the interior into a snug cradle for virtu-
ally any non-rackable mixer. The patent pending
“corner cleats” securely fasten to the Velcro bed of
the case to hold your board firmly in place.
Accommodates 99% of all non-racking mixing
boards.                                              LIST
SKB3026 ....30"x26" case..................................454.95
SKB3331 ....33"x31" case..................................524.95
SKB3423 ....34"x23" case..................................519.95
SKB4031 ....40"x31" case..................................559.95

Check www.skbcases.com for board fitting specs.
CALL FOR PRICE

SKB3423
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PART # DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS (") LIST
SKB88F Attache with foam 17x12.75x5.25 189.95
SKB600 Mic case for 6 mics 13x11x10.5 174.95
SKB1200 Mic case for 12 mics 17x13x10.5 209.95
SKB1615 Mini mixer with foam 16x15x5 204.95
SKB1713 Empty case 17x13x10.25 194.95
SKB1713F Case with foam 17x13x10.25 229.95
SKB1714 Case with foam blocks 16.25x14.5x5.5 229.95
SKB2416 Case 24x16x16 229.95

CALL FOR PRICE

SKB1615
SKB1200SKB88F

SKB600

Equipment Cases
ATA style heavy duty polyethylene cases. Some models have pick and pluck diced foam to fit any
equipment. Some have foam precut such as the microphone cases. Some are empty for less deli-
cate items. All dimensions are internal. 

Zebracases are made
from a tough injected

molded polypropylene and provide a lightweight,
rugged and inexpensive solution to safe transport
of expensive and delicate equipment.  They are
available in a wide selection of sizes to fit your
every need and come complete with tri-layer
'pluck & protect' foam liner, steel hinge pins, and
tongue and groove top & bottom mating.  To get
the correct size case for an item you wish to pro-
tect, simply measure the item and match it to
the size that fits!  You can create unlimited
shapes for a perfect fit every time! 3 year war-
ranty. LIST
Interior dimensions shown below: 
Z9 ................7.75" x 5.25" x 2.5" ........................25.00
Z12 ..............11.5" x 8.25" x 3.5" ........................35.00
Z15 ..............14.25" x 10" x 2.25" ......................35.00
Z17 ..............15" x 10.5" x 4.25" ........................50.00
Z21 ..............7.75" x 5.25" x 2.5" ......................100.00

CALL FOR PRICE

SKB4250
Plasma
Monitor Case 
Completely new design that allows 42" & 50"
plasma monitors to arrive safely. It features
spring loaded latches, built in tilt-back wheels,
twist latches, caster storage, and is impact
molded for maximum impact resistance.
Please specify monitor size and manufacturer
when ordering.                                  LIST
3SKB-4250 ..................................................1022.73

CALL FOR PRICE

!

WE’VE GOT YOUR PARTS

We have parts for every manufacturer’s

product that we sell. Give us a call &

let us know what you are looking for. 

1-800-828-0509 extension 1358
WWW.FULLDISCOUNT.COM

NEED A

TEMPORARY

SOLUTION?

We have thousands of answers. 

The majority of items in this catalog

can be rented. It’s an opportunity 

to temporarily expand your 

clients’ existing systems. 

Call and ask for RENTALS today.

?
YOUR OFFSITE

SERVICE DEPARTMENT

We can get your clients back up 

and running. Full Discount is your 

factory-authorized service center for

Akai, Allen & Heath, Community,

Crown, EV, JVC, Mackie, Marantz,

Panasonic, QSC, Roland, Samson,

Sony, Spirit by Soundcraft,

Soundcraft, Tascam, and Teac.

Call and ask for SERVICE today.

!




